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Unit-I

1. Answer any three of the following:              2×3=6
(a) Find the interplanar distance between (1 1 1), (2 0 0) and (1 0 1) planes of

lead. Given that lead has fcc structure with atomic radius 1.75 Å.
(b) How a Wigner Sietz unit cell is drawn?
(c) Explain Larmor angular frequency and give its value for a field induction B.
(d) What are Ferrites? How are they superior to magnetic materials?
(e) What  is  the  solution  to  the  normal  mode  eigenvalue  problem  for  the

monoatomic chain and maximum allowed frequency? 

2. Answer any two of the following:     4×2=8
(a) What  do  you  mean  by  symmetry  operation?  Explain  briefly  the  various

symmetry operations applicable to two dimensional and three dimensional
lattice.          1+3=4

(b) Show that the reciprocal lattice to the simple cubic direct space lattice is
itself a simple cubic lattice. A two-dimensional lattice has the basis vectors
a⃗=2 x̂ ; b⃗= x̂+2 ŷ . Find the reciprocal lattice vector.               2+2=4

(c) Describe Weiss theory for paramagnetic compressed and cooled gases. 
(d) How  the  ground  state  of  an  atom  is  obtained  using  three  Hund  rules?

Discuss the distribution of  3d electrons in iron atom as per Hund Rules.
Denote its state with proper notation.                      2+2=4

3. Answer any one of the following:     6×1=6
(a) Give an account of Weiss theory of ferromagnetism and show from the plot of

Langevin  function,  spontaneous  magnetization  exists  below  the  Curie
temperature and vanishes above the Curie temperature.



(b) Explain the crystal structure of Diamond. In diamond crystal what is the
number  of  nearest  neighbours,  the  number  of  atoms  per  unit  cell,  and
packing  fraction?  Show  that  it  has  comparatively  loose  packing.

         3+1+2=6

Unit-II

4. Answer any three of the following:     2×3=6
(a) What do you mean by junction capacitance? 
(b) Write down the properties of an ideal Op-Amp.
(c) Find the input resistance of a transistor amplifier in CE mode with respect

to h-parameter.
(d) What do you mean by hetero-junction semiconductor?
(e) Draw the graph of potential energy of holes and electrons across the junction

of a PN- junction semiconductor and explain.

5. Answer any two of the following:     4×2=8
(a) What do you mean by comparators? Design a comparator circuit using Op-

Amp.     2+2=4
(b) Define the h-parameters of a transistor amplifier.
(c) What are the conditions of oscillations in an electronic circuit?
(d) Discuss the RC-phase shift oscillator using Op-Amp.

6. Answer any one of the following:     6×1=6
(a) Discuss the following:

i. LED
ii. Solar Cell   3+3=6

(b) Design and analyze the following using Op-Amps:
i. Integrator amplifier,
ii. Logarithmic amplifier.             3+3=6


